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Abstract
English. We present a detailed description of our submission to the PoSTWITA
shared-task for PoS tagging of Italian social media text. We train a model based
on FlexTag using only the provided training data and external resources like word
clusters and a PoS dictionary which are
build from publicly available Italian corpora. We find that this minimal adaptation
strategy, which already worked well for
German social media data, is also highly
effective for Italian.
Italiano. Vi presentiamo una descrizione
dettagliata della nostra partecipazione al
task di PoS tagging for Italian Social Media Texts (PoSTWITA). Abbiamo creato
un modello basato su FlexTag utilizzando
solo i dati forniti e alcune risorse esterne,
come cluster di parole e un dizionario di
PoS costruito da corpora italiani disponibili pubblicamente. Abbiamo scoperto che
questa strategia di adattamento minimo,
che ha già dato buoni risultati con i dati
di social media in tedesco, è altamente efficace anche per l’Italiano.
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Introduction

In this paper, we describe our submission to the
PoSTWITA Shared-Task 2016 that aims at building accurate PoS tagging models for Italian Twitter messages. We rely on F LEX TAG (Zesch and
Horsmann, 2016), a flexible, general purpose PoS
tagging architecture that can be easily adapted to
new domains and languages. We re-use the configuration from Horsmann and Zesch (2015) that has
been shown to be most effective for adapting a tagger to the social media domain. Besides training
on the provided annotated data, it mainly relies on

external resources like PoS dictionaries and word
clusters that can be easily created from publicly
available Italian corpora. The same configuration
has been successfully applied for adapting FlexTag to German social media text (Horsmann and
Zesch, 2016).
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Experimental Setup

We use the FlexTag CRF classifier (Lafferty et al.,
2001) using a context window of ±1 tokens, the
750 most-frequent character ngrams over all bi,
tri and four-grams and boolean features if a token
contains a hyphen, period, comma, bracket, underscore, or number. We furthermore use boolean
features for capturing whether a token is fully capitalized, a retweet, an url, a user mention, or a
hashtag.
Data We train our tagging model only on the
annotated data provided by the shared task organizers. As this training set is relatively large, we
decided against adding additional annotated data
from foreign domains which is a common strategy to offset small in-domain training sets (Ritter
et al., 2011; Horsmann and Zesch, 2016).
Resources Word clusters: We create word clusters using Brown clustering (Brown et al., 1992)
from 400 million tokens of Italian Twitter messages which have been crawled between the years
2011 and 2016.
PoS dictionary: We create a PoS dictionary
which stores the three most frequent PoS tags of
a word. We build the dictionary using a PoS annotated Italian Wikipedia corpus.1
Namelists: We furthermore use lists of first
names obtained from Wikipedia and extract words
tagged as named entities from the ItWaC web corpus (Baroni et al., 2009) to improve coverage of
named entities.
1
http://wacky.sslmit.unibo.it/doku.
php?id=corpora
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Table 1: Results on the test data set
Baseline System We compare our results to the
Italian model of TreeTagger (Schmid, 1995). As
TreeTagger uses a much more fine-grained tagset
than the one used in this shared-task, we map the
fine tags mapping as provided by DKPro Core
DKProCore (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych,
2014).
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Results

Table 1 gives an overview of our results. Besides the baseline, we show the results for only using the available training data (labeled PoSTWITA)
and when adding the different types of external resources.
The baseline is not competitive to any of our
system configurations, which confirms the generally poor performance of off-the-shelf PoS taggers
on the social media domain. Using all resources
yields our best result of 92.9%. Among the individual resources, word clusters perform best regarding overall accuracy as well as accuracy on
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) tokens. This shows that
clusters are also highly effective for Italian, as
was previously shown for English (Owoputi et al.,
2013) and German (Horsmann and Zesch, 2016).
We also computed the confidence interval by binomial normal approximation (α = 0.05). We obtain an upper bound of 93.6 and a lower bound
of 92.2. This shows that our best configuration is
significantly better than using only the provided
training data. Looking at the official PoSTWITA
results, it also shows that there are no significant
differences between the top-ranking systems.
Error Analysis In Table 2, we show the accuracy for each PoS tag on the test data set.
The largest confusion class is between nouns and
proper nouns, which is in line with previous findings for other languages (Horsmann and Zesch,
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Table 2: Accuracy per word class on the test data
2016). It can be argued whether requiring the PoS
tagger to make this kind of distinction is actually
a good idea, as it often does not depend on syntactical properties, but on the wider usage context.
Because of the high number of noun/proper confusions, it is also likely that improvements for this
class will hide improvements on smaller classes
that might be more important quality indicators for
social media tagging. In our error analysis, we will
thus focus on more interesting cases.
In Table 3, we show examples of selected
tagging errors. In case of the two adjectivedeterminer confusions both words occurred in the
training data, but never as adjectives. The verb
examples show cases where incorrectly tagging a
verb as an auxiliary leads to a follow up error. We
have to stress here that the feature set we use for
training our PoS tagger does not use any linguistically knowledge about Italian. Thus, adding linguistically knowledge might help to better inform
the tagger how to avoid such errors.
Amount of Training Data The amount of annotated social media text (120k tokens) in this
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Table 3: Adjective and Verb confusions
shared-task is an order of magnitude larger than
what was used in other shared tasks for tagging
social media text. This raises the question of how
much annotated training data is actually necessary
to train a competitive social media PoS tagging
model.
In Figure 1, we plot two learning curves that
show how accuracy improves with an increasing
amount of training data. We split the training data
into ten chunks of equal size and add one additional data chunk in each iteration. We show two
curves, one for just using the training data and one
when additionally using all our resources. When
using no resources, we see a rather steep and continuous increase of the learning curve which shows
the challenges of the domain to provide sufficient
training data. Using resources, this need of training data is compensated and only a small amount
of training data is required to train a good model.
The curves also show that the remaining problems
are certainly not being solved by providing more
training data.
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Summary

We presented our contribution to the PoSTWITA
shared task 2016 for PoS tagging of Italian social media text. We show that the same adaptation
strategies that have been applied for English and
German also lead to competitive results for Italian. Word clusters are the most effective resource
and considerably help to reduce the problem of
out-of-vocabulary tokens. In a learning curve experiment, we show that adding of more annotated
data is not likely to provide further improvements
and recommend instead to add more language spe-
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Figure 1: Learning Curve on training data with
and without resources
cific knowledge. We make our experiments and
resources publicly available.2
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